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“Bulletproof”  ARRI + Gates Underwater Cinema Rig 
 
 Integrity, reliability and image quality define the Gates ALEXA Housing and the 

entire family of ARRI ALEXA cameras. This workhorse system supports 
hundreds of PL mount lenses including Master Primes, Ultra Primes,  and 

anamorphics. The seasoned professional will recognize Gates signature 
features: clean, uncomplicated, user friendly design; Gates precision ports 

for clear, sharp images; extensive line of accessories and custom 

configurations; and Seal Check II will verify housing integrity before 
entering the water.   

 
From cinema to sea, Gates housings are tasked with the most demanding 

marine projects. Experts know that failure is not an option, so they never 

take a chance…. they take a Gates! 

 
Compatible Cameras:  
      Gates ALEXA XT:            EV, XT and SXT  
       Gates ALEXA XT PLUS:    XT Plus, SXT Plus, ALEXA LF 

 

 

Durable, "Bulletproof" 
machined aluminum, black 

type III 'hard' anodize finish, 

and sealed with a nickel-
acetate process.  

 

 

Clean, Uncomplicated 
Design with 100% 

mechanical controls – no 
complicated mechanisms or 

electronics to fail. 
Simplicity = Reliability 

 

TVL55 External  Color 

Monitor is included with the 
ALEXA. Optional is the ST5 

External Monitor for 
Transvideo Starlite HD5 

 

 

Quality Optics means 

clarity, sharpness and no 
vignetting (cutoff dark 

corners) to spoil your 
images. 

 

Full Control Access: soft 

keys, playback, user keys 
and direct couples focus, 

zoom, iris.  

 

 

2-Year renewable 
warranty, legendary 

service, and factory direct 
support = success. 
  

 

Adjustable 

Buoyancy and Trim 

Add / remove trim weights 
for perfect balance -- just the 

way you like it. 

 

 

Seal Check assures housing 

integrity before entering the 
water. 

Home of the World’s Most Reliable Underwater Housings 
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* Controls (All Mechanical) 

   * Power On/Off      * Screen Buttons x6    

   * Record / Stdby     * Home          * Back 
   * Menu      * Jogwheel / Set         * User 

   * Assign x 2            * Play           * Lock 

   * Grab                     * TC              

    *Direct Lens Coupled (manual) Focus, Iris, Zoom 
 

* Dimensions  

    Transport size with 8″ dome, PE286 

    21″ L x 11.5″ H x 11.9″ W (16.5” w/Handles) 

    54 cm x 29.2 cm x 30.2 cm (41.9 cm) 

 

* Construction 

   * Machined aluminum. Type III hard anodize  
      finish.  Stainless steel hardware.  

* Weight 

   * Dry: 27 lbs / 12 kg (Housing only, transport) 

   * In water: Slightly negative and adjustable 

* Batteries  
    * V-Lock type.  Contact Gates for  

       non-standard battery size compatibility. 

* Warranty 

   * 2 Years Renewable.  Factory direct support. 

* Depth Rating 
   * 200 feet / 61 meters  

 

 

Standard Port SP80 

Optical dome is field 
replaceable.  Acrylic and A/R 

coated glass versions 

available.  

 

 

Flat Port FP80 
A simple flat element good 

for macro work.  Element is 
field replaceable. 

 

Standard Port SP80-10 exhibits 
superior compatibility with rectilinear 

lenses, mitigating soft corners, 

particularly with PL mount cinema 
lenses. 

  

 

 

GT14 LED Lights 

 
14,000 lumens *and* 90 

CRI underwater illumination   
for natural history and 

cinema productions.     

 

 

Surface camera /  lens 

control and SDI video 
feed for topside DP’s.  

 

SPR Stackable Port 

Rings adjust to any lens for 
optimal port positioning. 

SPR80 and SPR110 sizes 

optional.  

 

 

Customizations to 
perfectly match you 

application are routine. 

 

Don’t Take a Chance….Take a Gates! 


